Translation by program

Humanity in the early third millennium after Christ
Humanity in the early third Millennium is located in a new kind of war against the majority of Earth's
population. This war requires a constant alertness to realize that there is an attack that must defend it.

Resist the beginnings!
The enemies of humanity have come together and make plans for thousands of years to make the entire
human subject. As humanity has become an unexpected but robust and strongly increased even more and
more intelligence and knowledge was decided that the self-proclaimed "Lord of mankind," to reduce it to
within a few docile slaves.
The enemies of humanity are, in this "cosmic game" obliged to put their well-considered plans openly. It
is lawful for them, these plans strongly convoluted or cryptic texts and films to show in a hidden truth of
their intentions. Secret societies created for systems that communicate through the enemy of mankind, to
lead their wars of aggression around the world can. This language of the enemy of mankind must be
learned by most people to understand and recognize the next impending attacks can be.

Forewarned is forearmed!
The attacks carried out by the social areas of politics, medicine, knowledge sharing (schools and studies),
the dissemination of information (mass media, books, movies), the prevailing monetary system and hidden
military attacks on the air, at ground level and in the water, this includes "false flag attacks" (false flag
operations) with unknown weapons, which are called "non-lethal weapons" (non-lethal weapons), and of
humanity are not yet known. But above all, and has been for millennia, religions were created to hide
these in the worst enemy of humanity. Due to the religious systems, religious organizations and religious
denominations (sects of all kinds) all political backgrounds are drawn around the world. These
companies use the power of the order of mankind, which they enforce with the power of fear and
condemnation.

These same enumerated areas of life are, according to knowledge of the truth and the
disclosure of extensive hidden knowledge, purified and used appropriately by renaming
for healing seriously ill humankind and its planet Earth!
Humanity is so NOW prompted to identify the reasons for the status quo, the prevailing war against them,
to explore in detail and the facilities to find new ones and rename. This is necessary to overcome the
obstacles that you are to recognize for their own continued existence and progress in the way and
eliminate them. The awareness walk serves the people, expanded awareness and the creation of better
conditions more livable and therefore the salvation of all mankind on earth and the cosmos. Slaves were
not human beings anymore; they're nothing but biological robots, which must be absolutely understood!
If the path is cleared free of obvious and hidden obstacles, and of deadly weapons, the location of roads
and streets has become that allow free, knowledge-rich, re-creating, holistic, conscious and responsible
action, to that of mankind, a glorious life brings and the actual conditions of the past millennia, are left
as empty shells of a successful path of humanity.
In this way, humanity, incorporated in the DIVINE BEING, is eternal survivor!
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